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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription that contains the resource
groups shown in the following table.
RG1 contains the virtual machines shown in the following table.
RG2 contains the virtual machines shown in the following table.
All the virtual machines are configured to use premium disks
and are accessible from the Internet.
VM1 and VM2 are in an available set named AVSET1. VM3 and VM4
are in the same availability zone and are in an availability
set named AVSET2. VM5 and VM6 are in different availability
zones.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: Yes
VM1 and VM2 are in an available set named AVSET1.
For all Virtual Machines that have two or more instances
deployed in the same Availability Set, we [Microsoft] guarantee
you will have Virtual Machine Connectivity to at least one
instance at least 99.95% of the time.
Box 2: No
VM3 and VM4 are in the same availability zone and are in an
availability set named AVSET2.
Box 3: Yes
VM5 and VM6 are in different availability zones.
For all Virtual Machines that have two or more instances
deployed across two or more Availability Zones in the same
Azure region, we [Microsoft] guarantee you will have Virtual
Machine Connectivity to at least one instance at least 99.99%
of the time.
References:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/legal/sla/virtual-mac
hines/v1_8/

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which description of route list digit manipulation behavior in

Cisco unified Communications Manager is true?
A. Digit manipulations occur once per route list
B. Called party transformations at route list level is not
shown on the display of the calling phone
C. Called party transformation at route list level is replaced
by called party transformations at route pattern level
D. Called part transformations at route list level is reflected
on the display of the calling phone
E. Only called party transformation is available at route list
level
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
During a migration to HP A-Series equipment, you have been
tasked with reconstructing access-control lists from another
vendor equipment.During a migration to HP A-Series equipment,
you have been tasked with reconstructing access-control lists
from another vendor? equipment. Which statement is true about
implementing access-control lists on HP A-Series devices?
(Select three.)
A. Both basic and advanced ACLs can match fragmented packets.
B. HP A-Series advanced ACLs can match traffic based on
markings within the Type of Service field within the IP header.
C. Advanced ACLs match fragmented packets, however basic ACLs
cannot.
D. When implementing ACLs on HP A-Series routers, the ACL uses
an implicit permit when applied to an interface with the
firewall command
E. HP A-Series advanced ACLs can match traffic based on TCP
flags such as PSH, RST, SYN and ACK.
F. When implementing ACLs on HP A-Series routers, the ACL uses
an implicit deny when applied to an interface with the firewall
command.
Answer: A,B,D
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